
T
he end of part one noted that wool

felt pads, without direct downward

pressure from a saddle can injure a

mule’s spine. We saw Casey Hofstader

holding a pack saddle to illustrate the loca-

tion of a spinal injury caused by felt pad

pressure in relation to the fit of a pack sad-

dle (photo #1). In this case the mule was

used for packing and there was no direct

pressure from a saddle. This can occur

when there is an old injury that is affected

by the pad pressure, and it can also result

in a fresh, new injury. 

So what can we do to eliminate this pad

pressure when it becomes a problem? First

off, this problem is associated with felt

pads made from both natural or man made

material. In fairness to the material the pad

is made of, the key to eliminating the re-

sulting sore is to change pad construction,

not the material. This means creating a re-

lief area that will eliminate the top pressure

of the pad. A rule of thumb is that when

pressure exceeds two pounds per square

inch, blood flow is diminished and tissue

injury can result. To complicate this we

have a high spine sticking up in the air and

besides pressure we have a bump that is

getting worked over by the whole pad and

saddle arrangement. With this in mind we

set out to see what we could do within the

world of felt pads to eliminate the problem.

Obviously the first thing that came to mind

was to remove felt that was acting as a

pressure zone over the mules back. The

whole thing brought to mind when I was a

kid and we used to take a pocketknife and

cut a hole in the old hair pads we used to

eliminate a saddle sore.

Now let’s address a problem with mod-

ern felt pads. Felt pads, be they wool or

synthetic in construction, are very difficult

materials to work with. It’s difficult to cut

or alter them from their original shape. Fac-

tories cut saddle pad wool with clicker cut-

ters. This is an industrial cutting machine

that works with tremendous pressure and a

set of pre-formed dies, (cutting blades) that

make quick business of cutting wool felt.

However, to try to cut quality wool felt by

hand is almost an exercise in futility and it

will quickly dull the sharpest of knives. In

a nut shell, wool felt or synthetic felt is a

very poor platform from which to create a

pad capable of eliminating saddle fit prob-

lems. It’s next to impossible to add to or

take away from any part of the pad in order

to accommodate some conformation issue

on a mule. With that said, here is what we

have managed to do so far, and its repeat-

able by anyone, which is very important in

finding a fix to any saddle fit problem.  

The first problem we tried to address is

hair cutting at the back edge of the pad.

This is a fairly common problem seen in

both mules and horses, as shown in photo

#2. Hair rubbing at the back of the pad is

caused by pressure along the rear edge of

the pad. The rubbing, cutting and hair re-

moval usually starts right over the spine, as

shown by the arrow in the photo, and can

be the start of big trouble for the mule. In

this case we had a good quality wool pad

with a good mule contour to the top line of

the pad. However, top pressure from the

saddle and rider pulls the edge of the pad

into the hair and spine and you have rub-

bing and hair cutting. What is seen in the

photo happened on a short ride, not a day-

long excursion.

The majority of felt pads are made by

connecting two sides of the pad to make

one. This is done by stitching down the

centerline of the pad, usually with a piece

of leather holding the sides together. Nor-

mally this leather piece goes the entire

length of the top line of the pad, ending

somewhere close to the back edge of the

pad (photo #3). Look at photo #4 and you

will see how the back edge of the pad looks

when just sitting on the mule’s back. Now,

look at photo #5 and you will see the start
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of pressure at the edge when the saddle is

just sitting on the mule’s back without

being cinched down. From this it’s easy to

imagine what is going on when the cinch is

pulled tight and a rider sits in the saddle.  

After some experimenting, we found that

by simply stopping the center stitching and

the leather center piece on the pad at three

inches from the back edge of the pad

(photo #6) provided ample relief to elimi-

nate the hair rubbing. Photo #7 shows how

the back edge of the pad provides relief

across the spine and this same relief is con-

tinued when a saddle is installed on top of

the pad (photo #8). Photo #8 also shows a

modification by Five Star at no additional

charge. 

Next we started looking at ways to re-

lieve pressure from the typical T/L junction

injuries associated with saddle skirt con-

struction. These injuries will normally

occur at the actual T/L junction, which is

more or less under the cantle area on the

saddle or behind that spot if the saddle

skirts fail to provide spine relief. Our initial

thoughts were to relieve pressure along the

entire length of the spine under the saddle.

In pursuing that, we asked Terry Moore at

5 Star to make a pad with relief down as

much of the center of the pad as we could

get. We have seen other pads made with

this type of modification (photo #9). We

felt this would solve all manner of saddle

pressure issues. However, we found early

on that this type of construction was not

going to work out. We found that the edges

of the cutout would cut hair, which I am

sure would eventually result in tissue dam-

age.  

In order to have more data on this, I sent

the pad to Caney Mountain Horse Camp in

Arkansas. This very successful camp,

owned by Charley and Teresa Taylor, is

right on the Buffalo River National Recre-

ation area and is frequented by a great guy

named Bootsie Belk. Bootsie is a big man

with an even bigger grin and personality.

He rides from the Caney Mountain Horse

Camp five to seven days a week for day-

long rides, supplying trail advice for any-

one who asks for his help. One thing that

affects fit issues on a mule is weight and

exposure. Bootsie has provided input in our

efforts that is invaluable. After riding the

pad, Bootsie came to the conclusion that it

was not going to work, finding that the cen-

ter of the pad was not stable under weight

and had a tendency to crawl all over a

mule’s back under the saddle. We quickly

abandoned this route based on our findings

and Bootsie’s.  

Our next effort led us to creating a deeper

relief to the back edge of the saddle pads.

At first we simply created a deeper relief

of the leather on the center of the saddle

pad (photo #10). This cut method of reliev-

ing pressure over the T/L junction area

seemed to have some promise to it. We had

no hair cutting, but the amount of relief 



diminished as you moved toward the center

of the pad. Again we went to 5 Star and

they provided us with the pad shown in

photo #11. This cut out was made by 5 Star

and is available on special order. 

We have ridden a lot of miles with this

and as of this writing found it to be a suc-

cess at relieving pressure in the T/L junc-

tion area. A similar modification to felt

pads by Casey Hofstader has resulted in

very positive results as well. The length of

the cut out is determined by the length of

the top line of the pad. A thirty-two inch

long top line requires a cut out eight inches

deep into the pad, a thirty inch pad seven

inches deep and a twenty eight inch pad a

cut out of six inches is needed. With these

measurements we found relief was af-

forded from directly under the cantle clear

out the back edge of the skirts. Using a 7/8-

inch thick pad with this cutout, with a thin

wool top blanket around ¼ inch thick

seemed to be an ideal combination. The

thin blanket gave the saddle a little extra

lift and stabilized the sides of the cut out. 

At this point, we found that trying to use

a felt pad for correcting additional back and

saddle fit issues was a real tough deal. It

was difficult to use a felt pad as a base for

shimming, and the old advice of using

more pads solved nothing. We will take up

from here in part three in how we contin-

ued to fit an extreme back. Happy trails…

.
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